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HOHM PRESS
KALINDI PRESS
Committed to publishing books that
provide readers with alternatives to the
materialistic values of current culture
and promote self-awareness, compassion,
and the recognition of our interdependence. www.hohmpress.com

CONSCIOUS
FEELING

Living Life Closer to
Your Own Truth

GENDER
EQUITY &
RECONCILIATION

Thirty Years of Healing
the Most Ancient
Wound in the Human
Family

Unschooling My
Children from Birth
to College

Jean Proffitt
Nunnally

Will Keepin and Cynthia Brix

This book is about feelings, and the ways
that we, as individuals and as a culture,
have numbed ourselves against them. It is
about unleashing the possibility of conscious feelings to re-make our lives into
what really matters to us. The central
framework of the book is built with the
Ten Distinctions for Consciously Feeling.

How can we move forward beyond the
anger and outrage to heal and transform,
in practical ways, the vast crisis of relations between women and men, and
among people of all genders? This book
addresses that question. Over the past 30
years, the Gender Equity and Reconciliation International (GERI) project has convened over 300 intensive workshops and
trainings in 12 countries, for more than
7,000 people on 6 continents to develop
practical skills for transforming gender
relations from the inside out. Inspired by
the principles of Truth and Reconciliation
developed by the late Archbishop Desmond Tutu.

ISBN: 9781942493-00-6 Pgs. 384
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 9781942493-78-5 Pgs. 500
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

Clinton Callahan

SUCCESS WITHOUT SCHOOL
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Consequences of ongoing pandemics have
seriously affected educational systems in
the U.S. and around the world. School
closures and the opportunities or nightmares of remote learning have caused
many parents to reconsider options for
schooling their children. Alternatives to
going back to conventional school are
currently hot topics, strongly motivated by
growing racism and the social bullying
that confront many youngsters and teens
in today’s school environment.
“Full of practical advice about living and
learning with young children at home and
how to present untraditional academics
to college admissions officials” P. Farenga
ISBN: 9781935826-56-9 Pgs. 220
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

THE ART OF

CONTEMPLATION

BODY MIND SPIRIT

Mary Angelon Young

SELF
OBSERVATION
The Awakening of
Conscience: An
Owner’s Manual

TO YOU

Zen Sayings of
Kodo Sawaki
Muhō Nöelke and
Reihō Jesse Haasch

Red Hawk

There is no end to subjects to contemplate
yet we humans often ignore the contemplative rumblings that sound from the
depths of our busy and challenged lives.
Now more than ever, we need to remember our essential nature, which offers us
many tools. This compassionate and resourceful book gently guides the reader
into a larger perspective of life, reminding
us of simple means for staying grounded
in the present moment, and connecting us
directly with what is real, eternal and true
in an increasingly disrupted human world.
It encourages inner balance and sanity,
even as the storms and quakes disrupt our
external matrix.

This book is an in-depth examination of
the much-needed process of “self” study
known as self-observation. We live in an
age where the “attention function” of the
brain has been badly damaged by TV and
computers—up to 90% of the public under age 35 suffers from attention-deficit
disorder! This book offers the most direct,
non-pharmaceutical means of healing
attention dysfunction. The methods presented here are capable of restoring attention to a fully functional and powerful
tool for success in life and relationships.
For the reader who is ready to be uncomfortable and wrestle with themselves.

Kōdō Sawaki Roshi [1880–1965] was
commonly referred to as “Homeless
Kōdō” due to his nomadic lifestyle. In the
tradition of Soto Zen, which emphasizes
zazen (sitting meditation practice) above
the use of texts and koans, he is one of the
most influential teachers of the twentieth
century. In this book, hundreds of pith
sayings taken from his wide-ranging
teachings have been carefully compiled
and grouped according to subject by one
of his closest students. Few of his works
have been translated into European languages. Of all his books, perhaps it is To
You (enthusiastically received in both
French and German) which best captures
his contribution to the tradition.

ISBN: 978-1890772925 Pgs: 160
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian, Simplified
Chinese & Slovenian rights sold

ISBN: 9781942493709 Pgs. 230
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Traditional Chinese,
French & German rights sold

www.maryangelonyoung.com
ISBN: 9781942493649 Pgs. 150
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold
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BODY MIND SPIRIT

HOHM PRESS
KALINDI PRESS
www.hohmpress.com
THE POET OF
MIRRORS
Bee’del of Delhi

Renditions by Vraje
Abrahim

BUILDING LOVE
THAT LASTS

Clinton Callahan
ISBN: 978010942494-54-9
Raw Food and Herbs for
Pgs. 576
Complete Cellular
A step-by-step process for
Regeneration
living out alternative possibilities in man-women reRobert Morse N.D.
lationships cultivating genuine intimacy, nurturance, excitement and Best Seller!
satisfaction.
ISBN: 978-1935826194 Pgs. 372

THINK LIKE THE
BUDDHA
Mirza Abdolqader Azimabadi (Bee’del”)
1644-1721 was one of the most prolific
and regarded poets of his day. His style is
considered the glory of Persian poetry,
classifying his works alongside those of
Ha’fez. His message is informed by universal regard for the inner life and potential of humans, regardless of geography,
ethnicity or religion. Translator Vraje
Abrahim offers this collection as a prayer
for our times.
ISBN: 978-1-942493-75-4 Pgs. 150

FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide availability

THE DETOX
MIRACLE
SOURCEBOOK

108 Days of Mindfulness
Teachings via short
insights and meditations.

English Reprint rights India

ISBN: 978-1942493617
Pgs. 232

CONFIDENT
UNDER PRESSURE
Discover the Hidden
Advantages of Stress

ISBN: 978-1942493402
Pgs. 224
FOREIGN RIGHTS:
English Reprint India and
Russian rights sold
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FOREIGN RIGHTS: Bulgarian, Czech,
English-India, French, German, Greek,
Italian, Polish, Romanian, Serbian, Slovak
and Spanish rights sold

AUTOBIOGRAPHY
OF A ZEN MONK

Taisen Deshimaru
Translated from the French
by Richard Collins

A candid recount of the
author’s development from
a highly mischievous Japanese boy to a
world-renowned Sensei (Teacher) of Zen.
This first English translation is engaging
and tantalizing.
ISBN: 978-1-942493-73-0 Pgs. 210
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide availability

BUSINESS / SELF-HELP

THE
INTROVERT’S
EDGE

How The Quiet and Shy
Can Outsell Anyone

Mathew Pollard

THE
INTROVERT’S
EDGE TO
NETWORKING

Work the Room.
Leverage Social Media.
Develop Powerful
Connections

UNLEASH YOUR
PRIMAL BRAIN
Demystifying How We
Think And Why We Act

Tim Ash

Mathew Pollard
Matthew Pollard, is an introvert who started out as an awkward, disabled and disfigured teen who later became the founder of
5 multi-million dollar companies. He
found an authentic and sincere recipe for
success. The Introvert’s Edge will teach
you how he learned to leverage his own
strengths and find natural confidence. The
introverted salesperson is no longer an
oxymoron—it’s a recipe for success!
OVER 100,000 COPIES SOLD
*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*

Translated into 15 languages
ISBN: 978-0814438879 Pgs. 240
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Arabic, Bulgarian, all
Chinese, French, German, Italian, Korean,
Lithuanian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish &
Vietnamese rights sold

SALES/PSYCHOLOGY

The sequel to Pollard’s international
bestseller The Introvert’s Edge: How the
Quiet and Shy Can Outsell Anyone - Over
100,000 copies sold worldwide and translated into fifteen languages.
OVER 17,000 COPIES SOLD IN
ELEVEN MONTHS

#13 Most Sold non-fiction book
on Amazon April 2021
#10 Most Sold non-fiction book
on Audible’s Charts August 2021
Top Sales World Book of the Week
November 23, 2020
ISBN: 9781400216680 Pgs. 256
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German, Simplified
Chinese, Russian & Vietnamese Rights Sold

SALES/PSYCHOLOGY
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Do you want to understand how your
brain works to help you in business,
relationships, and personal development?
Unleash Your Primal Brain illuminates
the fundamental “why’s” behind our
actions from an evolutionary perspective.
From the rise of the earliest life on earth
to our uniquely human recent adaptations
you will come away with a deep understanding of how the brain evolved, and
why we act the way that we do.
Tim Ash is an authority on digital marketing and evolutionary psychology. His first
book sold over 50,000 copies and is translated into six languages.
ISBN: 978-1-7352445-0-1 Pgs. 270
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian and
Simplified Chinese Rights Sold

EVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY

BUSINESS / SELF HELP

GUERILLA
PUBLICITY

Hundreds of Sure-Fire
Tactics to Get
Maximum Sales for
Minimum Dollars

Jill Lublin, Jay
Conrad Levinson
& Rick Frishman
Guerrilla Publicity provides expert advice
for how to use publicity in the 21st Century, including Blogs, Podcasting and Social
Networking. It is the PR bible and sets the
foundation for practical PR campaigns
Within Guerrilla Publicity, PR gurus Jill
Lublin and Rick Frishman, help those in
business launch their publicity campaigns
into the twenty-first century. This completely updated version of the publicity
bible lays out the foundation of practical
PR knowledge, while bringing everyone
up to date with the latest Web-based publicity strategies.
ISBN: 978-1642799293 Pgs. 322
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian & Serbian

BUSINESS/MARKETING

LEADERSHIP
LESSONS FROM
THE PUB
Harnessing the Power
of Emotional Intelligence to Build a Fully
Engaged Workplace.

Irvine Nugen, PhD
Leadership is a noble calling. Stepping
forward and putting yourself on the line
takes a toll. Success lies in going inward
to explore and expand your emotional
intelligence, which is the ability to recognize, understand, and manage your own
emotions and the emotions of others. This
book was born out of the unique Irish
wisdom Irvine Nugent learned growing up
in his family’s pub in Northern Ireland.
Irvine is an internationally recognized
trainer and top-rated keynote speaker. He
earned his PhD in Management from Capella University with research focused on
leadership in times of crisis.
ISBN: 978-1952233333 Pgs. 158
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

BUSINESS/LEADERSHIP
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THE PROFIT OF
KINDNESS

How to Influence
Others, Establish Trust,
and Build Lasting
Business Relationships

Jill Lublin

When kindness becomes your primary
goal, everything changes: how you look at
life, what you get from it, and how others
interact with and relate to you. The Profit
of Kindness will help you master the art of
building trusting, long-lasting relationships through open, non-adversarial interchanges that result in mutually beneficial
outcomes. Focus more on giving and
working with others rather than simply
“winning”—because doing so is guaranteed to help you actually win.
Jill Lublin is an international speaker and
the author of four best-selling books.
ISBN: 978-1632650726
Pgs. 224
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

BUSINESS/PSYCHOLOGY

BUSINESS / SELF HELP

ANA WEBER
Ana Weber is a financial turnaround and
time management expert who specializes
in coaching entrepreneurs of small to
medium-sized businesses.

GROW YOUR
CASH FLOW

www.anaweberdoxa.com

PASSION SPIRIT
PURPOSE
3 Formulas to Introduce the Doxa Method
to Empower You to
Love Your Life

THE DOXA
METHOD

Transport Your Fears
Into Success

Money has to flow. Keeping it bottled up
makes money your unwilling slave, not
your friend and companion. The whole
economy revolves around money circulating from one person or business to another to another. Attitude is everything. Once
you change your attitude toward money,
doors of possibility will open to you.

Passion Spirit Purpose focuses on the
human mind, body, and spirit. This book
provides reality tools to deal with life
transitions, family, love, passion, and intimacy challenges. It empowers the reader
to take a step and cross the bridges of life
regardless of how difficult it may seem.

The DOXA Method is a revolutionary,
effective, unique and realistic method Ana
applied for over twenty-five years at organizations where she held positions such
as CFO, CEO, COO, VP of Sales, and VP
of Relationships. The DOXA Method has
a direct link to leadership and business
success.
AMAZON BEST SELLER

Grow Your Cash Flow provides essential
tools for enhancing leadership and taking
the driver seat in your life vehicle. Ana
Weber is a self-improvement coach and
best-selling author. She teaches the
DOXA Method.

What if we lost ourselves in the process of
life and never found the way back? We
experience life and battle with life as a
natural habit. This book shows you alternatives and supports you through difficulties so you too can join in the success you
are destined for and, most importantly,
live a life of meaning and purpose.

ISBN: 978-1504387545 Pgs. 183
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

ISBN: 9781970157017 Pgs. 154
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
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ISBN: 978-1504362795 Pgs. 168
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

CONSCIOUSNESS / SUSTAINABILITY

SYNERGETIC PRESS

Conciousness, Ecology, Sustainability & Psychedelic Medicine
Synergetic Press is a fiercely independent
publisher producing breakthrough books
for over thirty years by leading thinkers,
visionaries and cultural creatives.

THE BEAR IS
MY FATHER

Indigenous Wisdom of
a Muscogee Creek
Caretaker of Sacred
Ways

Bear Heart and
Reginah WaterSpirit
A celebration of the
life, teachings, and
legacy of Marcellus Bear Heart Williams
which follows his critically acclaimed
book The Wind Is My Mother, translated
into 14 languages. Bear Heart was one of
the last traditionally trained medicine persons of the Muscogee Creek Nation, who
prayed with President Truman and
worked on President Bush’s Health panel.
ISBN: 978 0907791 89 8 Pgs. 160
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

BROTHERHOOD
OF THE
SCREAMING
ABYSS My Life with

THE MIND
OF PLANTS

Narratives of Vegetal
Intelligence

Terence McKenna

Dennis and Terrence
McKenna
ISBN: 9781957869018 Pgs. 526

CHANGING
OUR MINDS

Psychedelic
Sacraments and the
New Psychotherapy

Don Lattin

John C. Ryan, Patricia
Vieira, Monica Gagliano
This is a collection of
writings at the forefront of plant consciousness studies, an accessible account
of the idea of “the plant mind” by bringing together short essays and poems on
plants and their interactions with humans.
ISBN: 9780907791874 Pgs. 450

SOCIAL
FORESTRY

Tending the Land as
People of Place

Tomi Hazel Vaarde
A look at the recent history and credible
prospects for using MDMA, psilocybin,
and ayahuasca to treat mood disorders and
promote spiritual well-being.

ISBN: 978-0907791-62-1-1 Pgs. 288
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability
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A sampler of topics related to social evolution
in the context of ecosystem functions.
ISBN: 9781957869063 Pgs. 440
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ECOLOGY / SUSTAINABILITY

SYNERGETIC PRESS
Books by Dr. Vandana Shiva
Scholar, physicist, ecologist, & advocate
of biodiversity, conservation & farmer’s
rights, Vandana Shiva has written over 20
books. Her pioneering work around food
sovereignty, traditional agriculture, and
women’s rights created fundamental cultural shifts in how the world views these
issues. Synergetic Press is proud to publish some of her latest works

AGROECOLGY
AND
REGENERATIVE
AGRICULTURE

Sustainable Solutions
for Hunger, Poverty,
and Climate Change
A synthesis of more
than three decades of interdisciplinary
research and practice, this book provides
evidence-based solutions to some of the
world’s most pressing crises.
ISBN: 9780907791935 Pgs. 322
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German Rights sold
SUSTAINABILITY/ECOLOGY

PHILANTHROCAPITALISM:
THE EROSION
OF DEMOCRACY
A Global Citizens’ Report on the Corporate
Control of Technology,
Health, and Agriculture

Philanthro-capitalism details how global
philanthro-capitalists like Bill and
Melinda Gates and affiliated entities work
to monopolize and privatize sectors of
land use, food production, and public
health on a global scale. This anthology
pulls back the curtain on how ruthless
exploitation branded as philanthropic altruism forges a direct path to global destruction. Their initiatives erode the integrity of democratic institutions often under
the banner of future-oriented innovations.

BEST SELLER
ISBN: 9780907791911 Pgs. 312
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German and Spanish
SUSTAINABILITY/ECOLOGY
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RECLAIMING
THE COMMONS

Biodiversity, Traditional Knowledge, and the
Rights of Mother Earth

Reclaiming The Commons presents the
history of the struggle to defend biodiversity and traditional practices against corporate biopiracy and details efforts to realize legal rights for Mother Earth. Corporate war on nature and people through
patent and corporate intellectual property
rights has unleashed an epidemic of biopiracy resulting in important legal battles
fighting against the patents on many
plants. The first detailed legal history of
the laws related to biodiversity and intellectual property rights. This book advocates for the Rights of Nature and a Declaration of the Rights of Mother Earth.
ISBN: 9780907791782 Pgs. 320
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability
SUSTAINABILITY/ECOLOGY

M.A.P.S.

CONSCIOUSNESS / HEALING

Multidisciplinary Assoc. of Psychedelic Studies

An imprint of Synergetic Press
MAPS is a leader in psychedelic studies. Since
1986, MAPS has been on a mission to create
safe, legal, and beneficial opportunities for
psychedelic medicine in our society.
www.maps.org

PSYCHE
UNBOUND

SECRET CHIEF
REVEALED

Edited by Richard
Tarnas, Ph.D. and Sean
Kelly, Ph.D.

Featuring Stanislav
Grof, Albert Hoffman,
Ann Shulgin and Alexander “Sascha” Shulgin

Essays in Honor of
Stanislav Grof

KETAMINE
PAPERS

Science, Therapy, and
Transformation
Edited by Phil
Wolfson, M.D., and
Glenn Hartelius, Ph.D.
Understand this medicine’s growing use
in psychiatry and its history providing
transformative experiences. Now gaining
increasing recognition as a promising approach to the treatment of depression,
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and
other psychological conditions, ketamine
therapies offer new hope.

Foreword by Rick Doblin, founder of
M.A.P.S. An extraordinary compilation of
22 essays that honor the path-breaking
lifework of Stanislav Grof, M.D., Ph.D.,
the world’s leading researcher in psychedelic-assisted therapy, breathwork, and
the exploration of non-ordinary states of
consciousness.
The work of M.A.P.S is featured in the
recent Netflix series by best-selling author
Michael Pollan How to Change Your
Mind. MAPS is a leader in the psychedelic movement and highlighted in episode
three.

Myron J. Stolaroff,
M.S.

The Secret Chief Revealed reveals for the
first time, the identity of pioneering psychedelic therapist Leo Zeff. Zeff applied
psychedelic drugs successfully in his
practice of psychotherapy until his death
twenty years ago. This book contains interviews and client experiences, as well as
his preparation for psychedelic sessions,
the setting, the session, the dosages, and
outcomes.
This is a wonderful resource for working
with psychedelics.

ISBN: 9780998276502 Pgs. 448
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 9780998276526
Pgs. 420
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 9798985012217 Pgs. 152
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

MEDICINE

PSYCHOLOGY

HISTORY/PSYCHEDELICS
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TRANSFORM PRESS

CONSCIOUSNESS / PSYCHEDELICS

An imprint of Synergetic Press
A niche publishing house specializing in
works on psychopharmacology, psychedelic drug research, and other material
relating to psychoactive compounds,
society, states of consciousness, and the
individual. www.transformpress.com

THE NATURE
OF DRUGS

A Course on Pharmacology,
Pharmacokinetics, Societal
Responses and Social Impact

Vol 1 & II

Alexander Shulgin
The Nature of Drugs is the story of humanity’s relationship with psychoactive
substances from the perspective of a master psychopharmacologist. Derived from a
lecture series by “Sasha” Shulgin at SFSU
on the origins of drugs, how they work,
how they are processed in the body, and
how they affect our society.
ISBN: 9780999547212 Pgs 368
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German & Italian
rights sold
CONSCIOUSNESS & PSYCHEDELICS

PiHKAL

A Chemical Love Story
Alexander “Sasha” and
Ann Shulgin
Tells the tale of a psychopharmacologist and
his wife/research partner, and recounts decades devoted to the creation and investigation
of psychedelic drugs as tools for the study
of the human mind. 140,646 copies sold!
ISBN: 978-093009609 Pgs. 978
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German, Portuguese,
Spanish rights sold

TiHKAL

The Continuation
This is the continuation
of the love story from
PIHKAL: A Chemical
Love Story with a blend
of travel, botanical facts,
scientific speculation,
and psychological and
political commentary. 87,965 copies sold!
ISBN: 978-0963009692 Pgs. 804
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German and Spanish
CONSCIOUSNESS & PSYCHEDELICS
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PSYCHEDELIC
PSYCHOTHERAPY

A User Friendly Guide
to Psychedelic Drug
Assisted Psychotherapy
R. Coleman

Psychedelic Psychotherapy is a comprehensive, easy-to-read resource for therapists and laypeople who need practical
guidelines for psychedelic drug-assisted
psychotherapy. Its focus is the nitty-gritty
of healing trauma using MDMA, LSD,
and psilocybin. It includes step-by-step
guidance on how to safely and effectively
navigate through the psychedelically enhanced healing process.
R. Coleman has specialized in psychedelic
drug-assisted therapy psychotherapy for
over 30 years. He wrote this book to share
his discoveries.

ISBN: 978-0-963009-65-4 Pgs. 153
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Ukrainian rights sold
PSYCHEDELICS & PSYCHOTHERAPY

RELATIONSHIPS

BAD BOYS

BAD GIRLS

Why We Love Them, How
to Live with Them and
When to Leave Them

Why Men Love Them &
How Good Girls Can
Learn Their Secrets

Carole Liberman, MD

Carole Liberman, MD

THE HUMAN
MAGNET
SYNDROME
The Codependent
Narcissist Trap

Ross Rosenberg

This perennial classic was a bestseller
when Penguin/Dutton first published it in
1997 (hardcover) and 1998 (trade paperback). Since women are still attracted
to—and getting their hearts broken by—
bad boys, they are still eager to discover
why and how to find true love. The book
profiles 12 types of Bad Boys—including
the Fixer-Upper Lover, Self-Absorbed
Seducer, and Commitment-Phobe—and
helps women turn their frog into a prince!

This multi-award-winner, published in
2010 as a trade paperback, got lots of
media attention. The book profiles 12
types of bad girls—including the GoldDigger, Sex Siren, Husband Hunter/
Trapper, and Ball-Buster. It helps good
girls even the playing field, so they don’t
sit on the shelf while men pursue bad
girls, and helps men see the red flags, so
they’re not exploited by bad girls and left
brokenhearted.

Over 35,000 Copies Sold first printing

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*
Hollywood and New York Book Festivals

Over 8,000 copies sold.

ISBN: 0525941169 Pgs.240
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

RELATIONSHIPS/SELF-HELP

ISBN: 9782923865126 Pgs. 461
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

RELATIONSHIPS/SELF-HELP
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Magnetic-like attraction, or “chemistry,”
brings codependents and narcissists together in an enchanting fantasy that can
never be sustained. Rosenberg’s work on
relationships, codependency and narcissism is a necessary road map for receiving
healthy love—both from others and ourselves. Since its original publication, The
Human Magnet Syndrome has sold over
150,000 copies while being published in
12 languages. This book is an invaluable
and much-heralded breakout book for
laypeople and mental health professionals.
ISBN: 979-8812446369 Pgs. 252
FOREIGN RIGHTS: All Chinese, Czech,
French, Hungarian, Japanese, Romanian,
Russian and Turkish Rights Sold

CODEPENDENCY

ROBERT JACKMAN’S
HEALING SERIES

SELF-HELP

PRACTICAL WISDOM PRESS
Robert Jackman is a board certified
psychotherapist with the National Board
of Certified Counselors who has helped
many people and couples on their healing
path for more than twenty years. In addition to his private practice, he has taught
master classes and spoken on the topics of
codependency, boundary setting, couples
communication, inner child, mindfulness
and the role of spirituality in healing.

HEALING YOUR
LOST INNER
CHILD Companion
Workbook
Inspired Exercises to
Heal Your Codependent
Relationships

ISBN: 978-1735444505 Pgs. 206
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Simplified Chinese,
Romanian & Russian rights sold

SELF HELP

HEALING YOUR
LOST INNER
CHILD
How to Stop Impulsive
Reactions, Set Healthy
Boundaries and Embrace an Authentic Life

Most people don't realize how much
unresolved emotional pain they carry
around. These patterns often stem from
their lost inner child, which carries a false
narrative that has been on repeat since
childhood. Psychotherapist and Reiki
master Robert Jackman takes you on a
personal journey to explore unresolved
wounds. This easy-to-read book will
encourage you to learn how to stop giving
in to your wounded inner child's emotional pain frozen inside a snow globe within.
Consistent Amazon Best Seller
ranking since August 2020.
Over 10,000 copies sold first year

HEALING YOUR
WOUNDED
RELATIONSHIP
How to Break Free of
Codependent Patterns
and Restore Your
Loving Partnership

NEW RELEASE.
People often wonder what they’re doing
wrong and why they keep making bad
relationship choices. This book identifies
overlooked red flags and how inner child
wounding keeps showing up, attracting
another codependent to play out this
wounded dance. Practical and accessible,
each chapter brings the reader closer to
awareness with intentional communication techniques to create functional relationships. This book is packed with stories and examples helping the reader understand how their relationship life got off
track.

www.theartofpracticalwisdom.com
ISBN: 978-1735444505 Pgs. 282
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Arabic, All Chinese,
Romanian ,Russian, Spanish, Vietnamese sold
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ISBN: 978-1-7354445-4-3 Pgs. 366
FOREIGN RIGHTS: S. Chinese & Russian

DR. JIM DINCALCI’S
FORGIVENESS SERIES
ForgivenessFoundation.org

SELF-HELP

Building kind and peaceful families,
communities, and organizations

HELPING
CHILDREN
& TEENS
FORGIVE

For Parents, Teachers
and Caregivers

A guide for assisting your child or teen to
be happy, peaceful, freed of resentment,
guilt, and anger. The methods offered are
tried-and-true and scientifically supported
techniques for helping them learn to forgive. Includes activities to help children’s
emotional development. There is not another book like it.

HOW TO
FORGIVE
WHEN YOU
CAN’T

THE STEPS TO
TAKE FOR
COMPLETE
FORGIVENESS

4th Edition

A Self Help Workbook

Refusing to forgive hurts YOU! This
book presents powerful forgiveness techniques that can heal a lifetime of resentment, grudges, guilt, regret and selfblame. Forgiveness is POWERFUL!
It is a difficult but freeing process.
Dr. Dincalci, founder of the Forgiveness
Foundation, draws from his 41 years as a
therapist and university instructor to teach
you how. Sold in 9 languages.

OVER 100,000 COPIES SOLD
*LIVING NOW BOOK AWARD
*INDIE BOOK AWARDS
*BOOK OF THE YEAR
FOREWORD MAGAZINE

ISBN: 978-0-9824307-7-4 Pgs. 213
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 978-0982430743 Pgs. 222
FOREIGN RIGHTS: French, German Span-

PARENTING/SELF HELP
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Be free of your resentments, hostility, and
grudges for good. This self development
and self compassion workbook will help
you gain self forgiveness and self love.
Get rid of past upsets. Reduce stress and
be much happier. Deal with the most awful things that were done to you and make
positive and permanent changes.
Dr. Jim Dincalci brings 50 years of work
in traditional and alternative healing therapies, religion, and counseling. He has
taught forgiveness work at international
conferences, and in hospitals, schools,
churches, counseling agencies, and university courses for decades.
ISBN: 978-0-9824307-6-7 Pgs. 209
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian Rights sold

SELF HELP

SELF HELP / SPIRITUALITY

HUMAN DESIGN

Discover the Person
You Were Born to Be:
A revolutionary new
system revealing the
DNA of your true nature

THE MAGIC OF
AFFIRMATION
POWER
Michele Blood

With our thoughts, we create the world.
This book shows you how to transform
your mindset, raise your consciousness,
and how to attract a fulfilling, positive,
happy, successful life. It teaches you the
fastest way to plant new, positive thoughts
into the treasury of your magical mind.

Originally published by Harper Collins
UK and New World Library

Michele Blood has authored over 60
books, audiobooks, DVDs, music CDs
and TV shows, including authoring with
Bob Proctor Become a Magnet to Money
Through the Sea of Unlimited Consciousness.

ISBN: 978-0007281244 Pgs. 304
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Traditional Chinese,
Estonian, Italian, French, German, Russian,
Taiwanese & Turkish rights sold

ISBN: 978-1890679880 Pgs. 123
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

SELF HELP

Your Soul’s Journey
on Earth

Michael Edward
Bradford, MA

Chetan Parkyn
Would you like to know who you really
are? Would you like a clear picture of
your ideal life partner? Would you like
to make better decisions, and realize your
highest potential? Human Design is a
revolutionary system that is changing
people’s lives around the world. With this
simple-to-use book, you can discover your
own inside story as well as those of your
friends, family and clients. It will change
your life forever.

MASTERING
THE HUMAN
EXPERINECE

SELF HELP/MOTIVATION
Page 17

This is an all-encompassing Spiritual
Jump-Start designed to activate your Soul
-Awareness and your Soul-Knowing, raise
your Spiritual IQ, and facilitate easier
Soul-Awakened Purposeful Living.
ISBN: 978-0692049709 Pgs. 216
FOREIGN RIGHTS:
Czech & Russian Rights sold
INTUITION:
Your Silent Thunder

An easy-to-follow guidebook laying a firm foundation for understanding
what intuition is and the
history of intuition in the
Western world.
ISBN: 979-8531602862
pgs. 236 Russian Rights sold

METAPHYSICAL

SOCIAL SCIENCE

8 BILLION
REASONS
POPULATION
MATTERS

The Defining Issue of
the 21st Century

PSYCHEDELIC
JUSTICE

Toward a Diverse and
Equitable Psychedelic
Culture: An Anthology

Valorie M. Allen
The world is about to hit a population
level of EIGHT BILLION people on one
small planet. Through Allen’s analysis of
the situation, the realization sets in that
the fights by environmental and world aid
groups are all for naught as every gain is
soon overwhelmed by the pressures of
more growth. Our planet's greatest threat
is of too many people depleting the
Earth's resources and contributing to climate change. Allen offers a thorough
analysis of our environmental, social, political, and economic crises; then offers a
treasure trove of solutions and success
stories that we can all take to heart.

ISBN: 978-1039108059 Pgs. 388
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability
DEMOGRAPHIC STUDIES/ENVIRONMENT

LIONS AND
TIGERS AND
TERRORISTS,
OH MY!

How to Protect Your
Child in a Time of
Terror

Carole Lieberman,
M.D., M.P.H.
As psychedelic medicine integrates into
our widespread capitalist culture, the
question of what forces will gain control
of the psychedelic renaissance is front and
center. The essays within this socially
visionary anthology, by some of our more
marginalized voices, examine both the
historical and modern issues within psychedelic communities and promotes diversity and equity.

The first and only book about terrorism
for kids (and their parents, teachers and
psychologists). The first half of the book
provides grown-ups with the tools they
need to talk to kids about terrorism and
build their resilience. The second half is
a picture book that gives kids a gentle
introduction to terrorism, helps them
understand their feelings and empowers
them to meet 21st century challenges.
*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*

Mom’s Choice Award,
Paris and London Book Festivals
Hollywood and New York Book Festivals
ISBN: 978-0907791850 Pgs. 256
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Spanish rights sold
DEMOGRAPHIC STUDIES/PSYCHEDELICS
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ISBN: 978-1945604768
Pgs. 122
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability
PARENTING/CHILDREN

SPIRITUALITY

OUASSIMA TOUAHRIA

WISDOM
OF THE
MYSTIC
ROSE

Author, publisher, naturopath, holistic
healer & cosmic ambassador, founder
of CoreMagik, and OuassimaMagik, a
modern spiritual academy
www.CoreMagik.com

A vibrational
and spiritual
encounter with
Roses at the
Temple of Roses

365 Days Challenge:
Tarot & Oracle For Mystic
Souls

These books are for people
interested in journaling and Cosmic Ambassador and Priestess of the
learning more about oraTemple of Roses, Ouassima Issrae
cles. ISBN: 9798516745898 Touahria, explores the majesty and mysPgs. 188
tery of the Rose. She introduces you to the
Temple of Roses, its teachings and reveals
365 Days Challenge:
the various steps to becoming an initiate.
Tarot & Oracle For Busy
In this fascinating work, she invites you to
Souls
approach the Rose from a higher plane,
not only recognizing its physical attributes
“These challenges made
me think in different ways and benefits, but realizing its spiritual
about the tarot and opened blessings as well. This book guides you
through introspection in order to comup my intuition for using
mune with the Rose and receive its many
them as a friend not just a
blessings and benefits.
tool.”

QUESTION THE
WORLD YOU
LIVE IN

Out of the Box
Questions for Spiritual
Rebels

Are you a truth seeker and spiritual rebel
who believes you can change your vision
about yourself and the world you live in?
Then this book is for you. Get ready for a
journey that will make you question your
beliefs and see the world through new
glasses. Get your own answers from the
depth of your own being, not Google or
teachers. This book is not about having
the Good Answers but about getting the
Right Questions.

Modern Spiritual Academy
www.ouassimagik.com

ISBN: 9798676510817 Pgs. 168
FOREIGN RIGHTS: French & Russian sold

ISBN: 979-8817758504 Pgs. 110
FOREIGN RIGHTS: French & Russian sold

ISBN: 9798358595569 Pgs. 227
FOREIGN RIGHTS: French & Russian sold

JOURNALING/TAROT

INITIATION SELF HELP

JOURNALING/TAROT
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SPIRITUALITY

FABIO RIBEIRO DE ARAUJO
THE BOOKS OF
ENOCH
This book contains the
three most-known
books attributed to
Enoch and an extensive
introduction showing
the history of the books.
The 1st Book of Enoch
is considered apocryphal for the Western canon, but is contained in the Ethiopic Bible still today. It
was considered sacred by some important
first followers of Christ but it was left out
of the Bible. The 2nd Book of Enoch is
another apocryphal book, found complete
only in Old Slavonic manuscripts, and it
was once present in the Old Slavonic Bible. The 3rd Book of Enoch is a Rabbinic
text in Hebrew usually dated to the fifth
century CE.
ISBN: 978-1609423353 Pgs. 258
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Italian & Romanian

RELIGION / PROPHESIES

PROPHEZEIUNGEN UBER
DAS ENDE DER
WELT

MOTHER
SHIPTON
Secrets, Lies, And
Prophecies

Originally published in 2009, using
prophecies, myths, and legends from different countries and mathematics, it predicted a global crisis/recession in the beginning of the 2020s (which happened, as
the COVID-19 recession), civil conflicts
in European countries immediately after
(which happened against lock-downs),
Putin in power (compared to Anti-christ)
for 25–27 years since 1999, and the Third
World War breaking out in 2020-2025
having Russia allied to China attacking
the Western world. Other predictions for
this decade included.

Who was Mother Shipton? Some people
consider her the most famous prophet in
the last 1000 years, after Nostradamus.
Probably she is even the most famous
prophetess in the world's history. While
some think she really existed and was a
soothsayer or maybe an astrologer who
predicted facts (most of them regarding
the 17th century or about our own future),
others believe she is no more than a legend, a legend that was slowly built over
the centuries. In this book, a historian
explores her life, her history, her prophecies and her legend.

ISBN: 978-3938516935 Pgs. 256
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German, Romanian &
Spanish sold

ISBN: 9788562022005 Pgs. 110
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

RELIGION / PROPHESIES
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RELIGION / PROPHESIES

GREEN MAGIC PUBLISHING

SPIRITUALITY

Green Magic, originally started in 1997,
is an independent publisher based near
Glastonbury, England, specializing in
spirituality and Paganism.

www.greenmagicpublishing.com

OGHAM AND
THE WOOD
WIDE WEB
Wendy Trevennor

ASTROLOGY OF
THE RUNES

Kevin Rowan Drewitt

Whether you are a total
newcomer to the ancient Norse divination
tool of the runes or an experienced Runemaster you will get a lot of enjoyment and
knowledge out of this book. To the total
newcomer, you will find all you need to
know to do rune readings to give yourself
and others guidance and clarity to a specific question. The experienced Runemaster will gain further knowledge of the
runes through Western Astrology enabling
them to give more depth to their rune
readings.
ISBN: 9781739973353 Pgs. 64
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian Rights Sold

Trees have inspired a very special magical alphabet and divinatory system, Ogham. This beautiful and mysterious writing system is very much a part of the
world of the Celts. Its association with
the God Ogham points to its importance
to the Celtic priesthood known as the
Druids and their nature wisdom, their
ancient and magical relationship to trees
and sacred groves.
Come walk in the woods, explore the
primeval forests of the mind, meet the
beautiful and magical trees of the world,
and find out how they might communicate their wisdom to us.
ISBN: 9781838418557 Pgs. 200
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability
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RECLAMING
THE GODS
Magic, Sex, Death
and Football

Nicholas Mann
In the same way as the
Goddess has been reclaimed in recent years
this book reclaims the archetypal God.
Nicholas Mann, in this vibrant new work
shows how the figure of the God has become monopolized, marginalized and
corrupted, to our great loss.
ISBN 978-0953663187 Pgs. 156

WAKING THE
DRAGONS

Norse Myth, Runes and
Magic

Andreas Kornevall

An exhilarating journey
exploring the relationships between myth,
magic, man and nature.
ISBN: 9781739973384 Pgs.
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

GREEN MAGIC PUBLISHING

SPIRITUALITY

ANIMALS AS
GODS

Shapeshifting Through
Animalistic Witchcraft

Lady Wolf

Since the beginning of
civilization animals have
been looked to as guides,
teachers and mentors. Their abilities, and
teachings, have inspired the union of
many Gods and Goddesses who share
similar abilities and teachings.
ISBN: 978-1916014060 Pgs. 208
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

ECLECTIC
WITCHERY

Ailie Hunter &
Garry Jeffrey-Nixon

Covering a wide range of
topics such as rituals, astrology, natural remedies,
magical lore, spells and
more.

ISBN: 9781916014084 Pgs. 130
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

GARDENING
WITH LUNAR
LORE
Peter West

Gardening, farming and
astrology have been
linked for thousands of
years. You are aware of
the four seasons, but
you do not realize how paying attention to
the days, and months, will help increase,
and improve, your planting. This book
combines ordinary gardening methods,
with common-sense astrology, to help you
improve your gardening.
ISBN: 9781916014015 Pgs. 157

SUPERSTITIONS
A Guide to Habits,
Customs and Beliefs

Peter West

The widest sources of most
superstitions begin with
some kind of religious
practice and belief.

ISBN: 9781838132422 Pgs. 241

FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold
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DANCE, LOVE
AND ECSTASY
The Modern Cult of
Dionysos-Bacchus

John Kruse
Dionysos is the Greek god
of the grape-harvest and
winemaking, of the growth
and fertility of vegetation –
especially orchards and vineyards – and, lastly,
of insanity, ritual madness, religious ecstasy,
festivity and theatre. Because of his links to
plant growth, he also became associated with
death, resurrection and regeneration.
ISBN 978-0953222728 Pgs. 60
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian rights sold

WALKING THE
WHEEL OF THE
YEAR
Emma-Jane Cross

The book is to be used as
inspirational tool to start
living a lifestyle connected
to nature’s rhythm, and to
use nature as a mirror for continuing
personal development.
ISBN: 9781916014039 Pgs. 248
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide availability

SPIRITUALITY

JOHN RICHARD SACK

John Sack has authored many works of
fiction and non-fiction, among them his
acclaimed novel The Franciscan
Conspiracy available in 17 languages.
HBG proudly presents a few of his
Wisdom Titles.

VIEWS FROM
THE MOON

YEARNING FOR
THE FATHER
The Lord's Prayer And
the Mystic Journey

LAO-TZU AT
THE BORDER
Glimpses of
Mystic Vision

In many wisdom traditions, teaching passes
from master to student
in the form of short tales
that offer various views
of the moon and the light it sheds on
Truth-seekers. This book presents such
tales and thought-full meditations; to aid
the reader’s visualizations, each story is
followed by suggestions for further reflection.

Sacks presents a personal analysis drawing upon history, literature, poetry and
his first-hand appreciation of other religious traditions in presenting an extended
guidebook to meditation upon these universal and much loved words of Jesus.
As a young man, the author spent two
years under the tutelage of Thomas Merton at Our Lady of Gethsemane, a Trappist monastery in Kentucky. He later
trained in Swami Muktananda’s Hindu
ashram in Ganeshpuri, India. Yearning
for the Father is the culmination of years
of research and reflection on the Lord’s
Prayer and exploration of numerous spiritual traditions.

About 2500 years ago, the Chinese sage
known as Lao-Tzu (Laozi) left the realm
of words for the wordless world of the
mystic hermit. Before he left, however,
he inscribed his wisdom in 5000 ideographs now known as the “Tao Te
Ching.” This work explores not only the
basic tenets of Taoism, but shows also
how Lao-Tzu’s mystic vision relates to
the vision and practices of contemplatives
and mystics of various cultural and
spiritual backgrounds.

ISBN: 978-1975992422 Pgs. 218
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian Rights Sold

ISBN: 978-1890772550 Pgs. 244
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 978-1099643576 Pgs. 182
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian Rights Sold

Tales for Meditators
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John Sack draws on wisdom traditions
worldwide, from Sufi to Sikh, Taoist to
Christian, Buddhist to Hindu, Jewish to
Jain, drawing the best form each.

SPIRITUALITY

ANSWERS
FROM SILENCE
Using Your Inner
Guidance to Find
Purpose, Fulfillment
and Enlightenment

DOORWAYS TO

TRANSFOMATION
Everyday Wisdom
for the Creative Soul

Karen Kinney

Jeffrey Chappell
Answers From Silence contains brief,
no-nonsense insights and how-to information for communicating with your
Enlightened Self. Chappell delivers
question-and-answer dialogues from a
cosmic viewpoint on metaphysics and
spirituality as well as down-to-earth topics
such as career, relationships, and personal
growth.
Jeffrey Chappell, a professional concert
pianist and 30-year student of meditation,
delivers fresh insights on problems of
living in the 21st century and finding
higher consciousness in everyday life.

In Doorways to Transformation, Karen
Kinney offers a treasure trove of wisdom
to bolster your creativity and your larger
life. Drawing from her experience as a
professional artist, writer, and practitioner
of contemplative spirituality, she leads
you on a liberating journey of greater selfawareness and expansion. Interspersing
insights gleaned from living crossculturally in Mexico, Kinney shares reflections on the creative process, abundance, stepping into your power, navigating fear, and embracing the unknown.

ISBN: 978-1439245941
Pgs. 306
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Czech & Spanish sold

ISBN: 978-0-9989395-2-0 Pgs. 194
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Russian Rights sold

MEDITATION / SELF HELP

SPIRITUALITY/SELF HELP
Page 24

I AM WITH YOU
The Earth Wants
to Talk with Us

Sten Linnander
While on spiritual
retreat, the author
unexpectedly has the
experience of
communicating with the
Earth, which speaks of itself as alive,
conscious and wishing to be seen, felt,
and communicated with.
ISBN: 978-3981488944 Pgs. 188
FOREIGN RIGHTS: French, German, and
Spanish rights sold

WELCOME HOME
Connecting with the Earth
from Within
This book speaks with the
authentic voice of the
Earth. It may seem absurd:
The Earth speaking?
Sten Linnander, trained as
a geophysicist, couldn’t
believe it either.
ISBN 978-3981488999 Pgs. 124
FOREIGN RIGHTS: German rights sold

SPIRITUALITY/MOTHER EARTH

SUSTAINABILITY / PHILOSOPHY

DONNA MALTZ
“Mama Donna” is a SOULutionist,
an Earth-loving author and a Voice
for Nature. She is a successful Ecobusiness woman, positivity and wellness coach, and Lover of Life. Her
books promote sustainability and waking up to live every day like the future
matters. donnamaltz.com

CONSCIOUS
CURES

I AM LIVING
LIKE THE
FUTURE
MATTERS

A Guided Journal for
Cultivating Abundance

Journal your way to a Gratitude Attitude.

Rediscover yourself in this thoughtprovoking journal and awaken to what
positivity serves you and enhances your
well-being. The motivational prompts and
This timely read is full
inspirational quotes in this journal help
of informative and evo- you get in touch with your deepest yearnlutionary ideas, proving ing and well-being. You are encouraged
how our actions can heal to be courageous, embrace your sacred
and build a more equita- path, and dig deep into the soil of your
ble world. It will help
soul. Are you ready?
you make sense of the times we live in,
inspiring you to improve your life and
care for Mother Earth.

Solutions to 21st
Century Pandemics

I AM LIVING
LIKE THE
FUTURE
MATTERS

The Evolution of a Soil
to Soul Entrepreneur

Donna Maltz’s insightful words invite us
to seek a better world for ourselves, for
humanity, and our precious Mother Earth.
She writes to inspire us to be better human
beings.
This is not a how-to book but an inspirational story of self-discovery. It offers
guiding principles and valuable resources
and documents the rich and diverse life of
a woman determined to stand up for lifekind. Her purposeful and masterful storytelling will guide you to make healthy,
informed, and responsible changes during
these challenging times.

ISBN: 978-1734207859 Pgs. 192
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 978-1734207842 Pgs. 223
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 978-8602483994 Pgs. 426
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

INSPIRATIONAL/EVOLUTION

CONSCIOUS LIVING

MEMOIR/SELF HELP
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CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

TERESA ANNE POWER’s
ABC’s OF YOGA FOR
KIDS SERIES

THE ABCs
OF YOGA
FOR KIDS

Teresa Anne Power is an internationally
recognized educator, keynote speaker and
bestselling author of the award-winning
series, Little Mouse Adventures and The
ABCs of Yoga for Kids which has been
translated into five languages.
She is also the founder of International
Kids Yoga Day now in its 7th year with
over 45 countries participating. Teresa’s
mission is to share strategies and tips to
help children, parents and educators enrich their lives and manage stress. It's not
too early to start planning for Kids Yoga
Day April 14, 2023, or pick up one of her
fun books.

Children are faced with over-stimulation
in today’s fast-paced society. Practicing
simple yoga postures is the ideal way
for kids to both unwind naturally and do
physical activity. Using the alphabet,
rhyming vignettes and colorful illustrations, each page promotes poses for flexibility and coordination, while encouraging
children to incorporate healthy activity
into their daily lives.
*WINNER OF 11 AWARDS*
Including Mom’s Choice,
Family Choice,
IBPA, Moonbeam,
Living Now and More!

www.abcyogaforkids.com

THE ABCs OF
YOGA FOR
KIDS AROUND
THE WORLD

The ABCs of Yoga for Kids Around the
World, written by International Kids’
Yoga Day founder and 30+ year practitioner Teresa Power, is a beautifully illustrated hardcover book that takes readers
on a fun-filled tour of 32 countries, sharing kid-friendly facts about each, as well
as teaching simple yoga poses suitable for
children of all ages and athletic abilities.
Additionally it introduces children to the
alphabet and how to say ‘hello” in the
language of each country represented.
*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*
Including Mom’s Choice & IBPA

ISBN: 978-0982258705 Pgs. 32
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Simplified Chinese,
Danish, Italian, French & Spanish rights sold

ISBN: 978-0982258781 Pgs. 32
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Simplified Chinese sold
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*Ask for our full Children’s Literature & YA Catalog

TERESA ANNE POWER’S
LITTLE MOUSE
ADVENTURES SERIES

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

Illustrations by Emma Allen

YOGA AT
THE ZOO
From children’s yoga
advocate Teresa Anne
Power. Come along
with curious, lovable
Little Mouse and his
best friend, Mr. Opus
the wise tabby cat as
they go to the zoo for
the first time and meet new animal friends
in this beautifully illustrated book. Teresa
Anne Power, author of The ABCs of Yoga
for Kids series and Kids’ Yoga Day creator, presents this playful book that teaches
kids how to deal with new experiences,
emotions, and friendship through simple
yoga poses.
ISBN: 9780998107097 Pgs: 32
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Simplified Chinese
rights sold

AGE RANGE 5-6

MINDFULNESS
IN THE PARK
Lovable, curious Little
Mouse is back to help
kids use yoga and
mindfulness to solve
problems and manage
emotions in Mindfulness at the Park, the
second book in the acclaimed Little
Mouse Adventures series. Little Mouse
and his family live in a cozy burrow nestled in Tammy McDoodle’s backyard.
Tammy and her mother love to practice
yoga and mindfulness together, and Little
Mouse loves to follow along! Blending
humor and fun, Mindfulness at the Park
gently imparts ways to navigate the excitement and uncertainty of new experiences.
2021 Mom's Choice Award Gold

ISBN: 9781734478600 Pgs. 32
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Simplified Chinese
rights sold

AGE RANGE 5-10
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YOGA AT THE
MUSEUM
Curious Little Mouse
is back to help children use yoga to
solve problems and
manage emotions in
Yoga at the Museum, the third book in the
Little Mouse Adventures series. Little
Mouse loves to doodle and daydream,
which often gets in the way of his schoolwork! When he and Mr. Opus, his wise
yet lazy feline best friend, get the opportunity to tag along on a trip to the museum, they leap at the chance! During their
museum adventure, Little Mouse learns
about famous artwork plus simple yoga
poses related to the paintings.

www.abcyogaforkids.com
ISBN: 9781734478655 Pgs. 32
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Simplified Chinese
rights sold

AGE RANGE 5-10
*Ask for our full Children’s Literature & YA Catalog

ARCHIBALD’S

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

SWISS
CHEESE
MOUNTAIN
Sylvia
Lieberman

This multi-award-winning classic not
only entertains kids with its captivating
story and illustrations but provides a
moral: Never give up pursuing your
dreams! Archibald is a little mouse with
a big heart who helps kids reach their
big dreams by showing them how it’s
done. Leaving his mouse hole for the
first time, Archibald discovers a Swiss
cheese mountain that he’s determined to
conquer and cleverly overcomes obstacles until he reaches his dream.

BUTTON NOSE

CINDERELLA

Gina LoBiondo

Gina LoBiondo

The Sad Little Bear

What if toys could actually feel? Would they
be happy or sad?
Would they be able to
love? Button Nose The
Sad Little Bear is the
story of a much-loved little bear and the
little girl who gave it a home and everlasting love. A beautifully narrated children’s story about love, family and the
cycle of life. A story of hope and most of
all faith. This is Gina’s second book. Her
first book, Pegasus: A Dragon’s Tale,
won 7 prestigious children’s book awards.
Mom's Choice Award

A Love Story

This is a fanciful and absorbing rewrite
of the classic fairy tale, told here in a
fascinating new version, set circa mid16th century. Younger readers will love
the borrowed magic that enables Ella to
attend the ball, while older readers—
including adults—will connect with the
inseparable bond between mother and
child, a bond that transcends time and
space and even death itself.

Pinnacle Book Achievement Award
Book Excellence Award

Silver Mom's Choice Award
Juvenile Books

ISBN: 9780979585258 Pgs. 48
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Simplified Chinese and
Korean Rights sold

ISBN: 978-9822648-8-1 Pgs. 34
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: pending
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

AGE RANGE 3–11

AGE RANGE: 5-8

AGE RANGE: 9-12

*MULTI-AWARD WINNER*
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*Ask for our full Children’s Literature & YA Catalog

MEET THE
FRIENDLIES

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

Getting To Know Your
Good Bacteria

MOM, CAN I
HAVE A
DRAGON?

THE
MONSTER IN
THE MAILBOX

T.E. Watson

T.E. Watson

Philippa Norman,
MD MPH
Meet the Friendlies invites young readers to explore the body inside and out,
learning about the role of good bacteria.
They explore the connection between
the ecosystem of their bodies and the
ecosystem of the Earth, learn about cultured foods from around the world, have
fun making their own yogurt at home,
and develop healthy habits to create a
foundation for life-long health.
Dr. Norman is committed to lifelong
learning and exploring ancient traditional practices and how we can bring them
to our lives today.
ISBN: 978-1-892742-05-6 Pgs. 64
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

AGE RANGE 6–12

Sam has come home with what he
hopes will be the most unusual of pets.
But his mother gives him a resounding
“no.” This favorite among young and
old alike will pull heartstrings as the
wonderful lovable dragon steals his
way into your family’s heart just like he
did into Sam’s.
T.E. Watson, Heather and Highlands
Publishing, is a wonderfully imaginative writer with 35 years’ experience .
His favorite pastime is presenting his
books as learning and magical tools in
the classroom.

Little brother Timmie loves to tease his
big sister Cynthia. She is fed up and
comes up with a way to even the score
and finally make Tim realize that teasing is not OK. The Monster in the Mailbox is a laugh-out-loud funny book
about the shenanigans of little brothers
and older sisters. Beautifully illustrated,
with real-to-life characters, it is a perfect teaching resource for lesson plans
about teasing and how to handle it.
Award-winning Scottish children’s author T.E. Watson is the author of 47
children’s stories and 12 books.

ISBN: 978-1584780724 Pgs. 34
ISBN: 978-1584780434 Pgs. 32
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

AGE RANGE: 5–8
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JUVENILE
*Ask for our full Children’s Literature & YA Catalog

PEGASUS

THREE SHELLS
FOR NIKKI

WHO WILL
ROAR IF I GO?

Gina LoBiondo

Philippa Norman,
MD MPH

Paige Jaeger

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

A Dragon’s Tale

USA BEST BOOK AWARD
MOM’S CHOICE AWARD
PINNACLE BOOK AWARD
GELETT BURGESS AWARD
INDIE BOOK OF THE DAY

Nikki has to spend the summer with
Grandma, who seems odd with all her jars
of old dried up leaves and twigs. Nikki
learns to help make remedies, but her
confidence plummets when she makes a
mistake. One stormy night she is called to
help a sick little girl and must face her
fears. She discovers a secret connection
with plants and with her ancestors, returning home with a new sense of belonging
and purpose.
Dr. Norman is a board-certified integrative medicine physician, herbalist and
ayurvedic practitioner with a strong interest in cultural preservation.

Who Will Roar If I Go? introduces children to thirteen animals around the world
that are endangered. With beautiful watercolor illustrations and rhyming verse, each
animal is sharing a message that readers
will remember long after reading. Their
message is simple but very important:
“We need you to care and let us live free.
Or there will be no more wild animals to
see.” The book introduces the basics of
endangered species to young children and
opens up conversations about what we can
all do to help.

ISBN 978-0-982264829 Pgs. 26
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 1-9781892742049P Pgs. 126
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

ISBN: 9781945448157
Pgs. 40
FOREIGN RIGHTS: Worldwide Availability

AGE RANGE 3–5

AGE RANGE 8–14

AGE RANGE 5–10

Winner of SEVEN awards, Pegasus:
A Dragon’s Tale is the delightful, heartwarming story of two young bear cubs
and the dragon they find that changes
their lives forever—a sweet and precious
tale. What child hasn’t wished to have his
or her own dragon or to fight the great
fire-breathers?
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Will you roar before they go?

*Ask for our full Children’s Literature & YA Catalog

Look For More Titles
HBG Productions & International Publishers Alliance
OVER 25 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE!
In 2007, HBG Productions joined forces with
International Publishers Alliance,
founded in 1987, and they have been
working together to represent creative works
at book fairs & trade shows ever since.

Find us on social media

Bringing Authors to The World
HBGProductions.com

